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11th International MES Conference 

Guided Tour „MES-Solutions“ – Tour 2: English
Thursday, 04 April 2019 / Tour start: Convention Center (CC), room 3 A

3:00 - 3:20 

p.m.

Convention

Center (CC)

room 3A

Registration and distribution of headsets

Tour 2: English

1

3:30 - 3:40 

p.m.

Hall 6

Stand A40/ 41

Hewlett Packard Enterprise GmbH

Herrenberger Str. 140

71034 Böblingen, Germany

www.hpe.com/info/iiot

Everybody is talking about the connected, automated and data-driven future of manufacturing. MES systems used to be only on-premises with

direct connection to the machine and with proprietary protocols. This has evolved into including topics like cloud, interoperability of data

platforms or artificial intelligence into that world. HPE will demonstrate a ‘live production line’ and think tanks to show that through a right mix of

Cloud and Intelligent Edge Computing processes can be optimized and more automated. In addition a more effective quality assurance and

increase of uptime allows an even higher business value from all existing data.
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3:45 - 3:55 

p.m.

Hall 7 

Stand B26

GFOS GmbH

Gesellschaft für Organisationsberatung 

und Softwareentwicklung mbH

Am Lichtbogen 9

45141 Essen 

www.gfos.com

Industry 4.0-ready: MES exactly tailored to your needs

Industry 4.0 and the associated networking of the entire value chain are central topics in the German manufacturing industry. MES is 

considered one of the enablers for Industry 4.0. The core of Industry 4.0 is the intelligent networking between people, objects and systems, 

which makes it possible to provide real-time information, to react dynamically and to carry out comprehensive optimizations. And that’s exactly 

where the MES from GFOS comes in! 

No matter if small medium-sized or large companies – we offer the right MES solution. Our slogan IT – inspired by you is to be understood 

literally. We make software for you! We create the MES you need – in the cloud or on premise!
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11th Internationale MES-Tagung 

Guided Tour „MES-Solutions“ – Tour 2: English
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3:55 - 4:05

p.m.

Hall 7

Stand A29/ B34

MES Solutions Verwaltungs GmbH

Germanedge

Dessauerstraße 15

80992 München

www.germanedge.com

World premiere at the HMI 2019. Germanedge launches the new EdgeOne platform.

Germanedge is living up to its name by unveiling the new EdgeOne platform that combines all software components to generate maximum

digital production efficiency. Already highly integratable today, it is also designed to be future-proof for all of tomorrow’s digital production

worlds. From strategic planning to the shop floor, from the simulation of production processes via a digital twin to maximum production output,

EdgeOne is the go-to tool for those eager to take digital production to a whole new level. But the edginess also comes from the enhanced user

experience. After all, you can only generate outstanding results if you’re having fun in the process.
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4:05 – 4:15

p.m.

Hall 7 

Stand A34

iTAC Software AG / DÜRR Group

Aubachstr. 24 / Carl-Benz-Strasse 34
56410 Montabaur / 74321Bietigheim-Bissingen

www.itac.de / www.durr.com/de/

MES & IIoT Solutions based on Dürr Group Know-how

At the Hannover Fair 2019 the DÜRR Group will be showing news from the world of networking and digitalization in production. For this 

purpose, the companies iTAC Software AG, DUALIS GmbH IT Solution, LOXEO/ADAMOS and the DÜRR Systems AG are going to present 

their MES and IIoT solutions perfectly harmonized with each other. The companies contribute their expertise in automation and digitalization: 

DÜRR as machine and plant manufacturer, iTAC as global MES provider, DUALIS as specialist for detailed production planning and LOXEO as 

digital IoT marketplace as well as ADAMOS as IIoT platform provider. Together, they will be exhibiting combined solutions in the fields of IIoT

AGV, Analytics, Planning, MES, APS and Assembly.

Thursday 04 April 2019

01 – 05 April 2018, Hannover, Germany
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4:20 - 4:30

p.m.

Hall 7

Stand F34

VIDEC Data Engineering

Contrescarpe 1

28203 Bremen

www.videc.de

VIDEC – Software for Automation

VIDEC has been supplying innovative software products from the field of automation technology for more than 25 years. Analyses and reports 

for process optimization are created with ACRON. Messages and critical events are selectively relayed via AIP, the intelligent alarming system, 

atvise is used as an all-in-one solution for web-based visualization tasks. IRMA offers you holistic protection against cyberattacks in your 

production facilities. With iFIX and Historian we realize sophisticated SCADA solutions. With JUNE5 as a mobile control station, we provide you 

with real-time access to all plant information. Plant Application is the mature MES system for your production. With Predix as a cloud-based 

platform for the industrial Internet, we connect your production facilities worldwide.

hannovermesse.de/home

http://www.itac.de/
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4:25 - 4:40

p.m.

Hall 7

Stand F12

T.CON GmbH & Co.KG

Straubinger Str. 2

94447 Plattling

www.team-con.de

MES CAT, the digital hub in production - fully integrated into your SAP landscape

The MES specialist T.CON supports customers in the integration and optimization of business processes with SAP S/4HANA. T.CON shows

particular strength in production and MES processes. As a holistic consultant we see all these processes along the value chain. With this know-

how, the MES CAT Suite was developed, which effectively supports manufacturing companies in improving processes in a targeted and

continuous manner. Data from production-related systems can be integrated seamlessly and in real-time into the information flow of the central

SAP system. This provides a clear view of production processes and current production figures, which can be called up at any time at the push

of a button. MES CAT has SAP certified integration in SAP NetWeaver.
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4:45 – 5:00

p.m.

Hall 7 

Stand E11

gbo Datacomp GmbH

Schertlinstr. 12a

86159 Augsburg

www.gbo-datacomp.de

A clear view with MES - Step by step to the Smart Factory

datacomp focuses on its modular solution bisoftMES. The ideal companion for the production-oriented medium-sized business on its way to

Industry 4.0 and Smart Factory. With bisoftMES, digitization is achieved step by step by integrating existing systems through state-of-the-art

interfaces. Professional competence in various industries ensures tailormade functionalities.

The range of services is supplemented by the new module bisoftWEB as ADD-on to bisoftMES Version 10, which ensures the greatest 

possible flexibility on every terminal up to the smartphone and this with absolute data security. All you need is an Internet browser of your 

choice.

Thursday 04 April 2019

01 – 05 April 2019, Hannover, Germany

8 5:00 - 5:30

p.m.

CC

Foyer
Return of Headsets/Receiver

hannovermesse.de/home


